Eleven Angling

Our mission is to custom-make powerful fishing experiences that will take you from fabled remote flats in the Bahamas, to glacier-carved river valleys in Iceland and Chile, to pristine lakes and creeks in the U.S. Rockies. Eleven experiences are a different kind of escape. We prefer to venture out on our own, away from traditional destinations, in search of new waters, new challenges. Our lodges, motherships, chalets and beach houses are miles from the main road or well-traveled waterways – in a historic farming area, on a glistening freestone river in Patagonia, along the wilderness coastline of Andros, and other unique locations that beckon inquisitive anglers.

In each destination, world-class food and lodging are combined with guided fishing from rivers to reefs, and a variety of outdoor activities from the mountains to the sea. Guests of all ages and skill levels are encouraged to join in the adventures, and to improve their skills with instruction from our expert guides. Local cultures present the opportunity to participate in a different way of life, to see and enjoy places known only to native insiders.

No matter where in the world they may be, every facility has five-star accommodations, award-winning chefs, extensive wine selections, saunas, steam rooms, spas, and friendly, skilled guides who strive to add new dimensions to the angling lifestyle, and to share with you that wonderful feeling of comradery and fresh adventure.

Eleven Experience is headquartered in Crested Butte, Colorado. Eleven represents a new standard in experiential travel. We quench a thirst for unprecedented adventures, authentic connections with down-to-earth guides and deeply personalized holidays for the Adventure Capitalist.

ElevenExperience.com/Angling
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WHY FISH WITH ELEVEN?

OFF THE BEATEN PATH

At the root of our identity is the belief that you shouldn't have to sacrifice the comforts of home in order to experience some of the world's most beautiful landscapes and incredible angling adventures. Our team has scoured the globe for destinations that touch new frontiers, that are sometimes difficult to reach, and yet on arrival you can't imagine not being there. Although our properties are far from the mainstream, they are custom designed to ensure you have access to all of the amenities you should - steam showers, saunas, pools, unique hang spaces, comfortable guest rooms and more.

CUSTOM TAILORED + ALL INCLUSIVE

We believe your trip should be about you. That means that no trip is ever the same. From the day we first talk with you, our travel professionals take your input and begin planning your dream itinerary. Organizing travel logistics, taking note of preferences, adding non-angling activities, and of course, talking about the fishing, is all part of the deal. We want you to experience the most out of your trip without feeling nickel-and-dimed. As a result, most of our stays are largely all-inclusive - meaning that your professional guides, adventure activities, most meals, house alcohol and local transportation are included.

ELEVEN GUIDE TEAM

At the core of the experience is the Guide Team. Our international group of highly-trained passionate fly fishing and angling specialists makes the experience. They look forward to meeting you, learning your goals, and helping you improve. Their enthusiasm in sharing their native resources and local culture is infectious. It's what sets Eleven Experience apart. Our guides live and breathe fishing. They thrive on getting to know you and seeing your excitement while on the hunt for your favorite fish. If really getting after it on some of the best water in the world sounds exciting, our cast of guides will safely lead you to unforgettable experiences.
BEST DAY EVER POLICY

This is important. Unlike other lodges or guide operations, we don’t acknowledge “down days” or “weather days”. There are no rain checks. We are always armed and amped to improvise and be creative. If we can’t fish the flats, we’ll fish the protected creeks and enjoy a gourmet lunch. If a river turns off-color, we’ll take you one that’s clear. Just can’t make another cast; there’s snorkeling or paddle boarding, or you can just kick-back and enjoy the view. You came to have a once-in-a-lifetime experience, and this is what you’ll get.

ADVENTURES FOR ALL

There is not a “right” or a “wrong” way to experience an Eleven Fishing Destination. If you’re a die-hard angler who wants to fish dawn to dusk, we’ve got you covered. If you’re looking to fish a half day, or work on your casting skills with your guide, all good. Groups of guys, couples, women only, families with multiple generations? You’re in the right place. Think you want to try bonefishing or trout fishing for the first time? Our guides can’t wait to teach you how. We’re here to design and deliver a trip that exceeds your expectations.

A REAL CONNECTION

At the end of the day, we strive to create memories that you, your family and friends can share for a lifetime. We believe that connections and relationships that our guests foster amongst themselves, with our guides and crew, and with the natural environments they share, are the most valuable intangibles in the world. Let’s get started.
I’m Tom McLaughlin. As captain of the “Eleven Mothership,” your Eleven Experience floating base camp, I’ll be standing by to welcome you aboard as we set off to explore the legendary sport fishing grounds that have drawn generations of anglers to Florida and the rich waters of the Bahamas and beyond.

A Florida resident since 1986, I’m passionate about fishing. It’s a passion nurtured by years of experience, a bounty of local knowledge and a lifetime spent on the water. It’s my goal to make your Eleven Angling Experience an adventure you’ll always remember.

My dedication and devotion to the sport are, perhaps, best illustrated by my ongoing fisheries conservation efforts along with my drive to push the boundaries, to venture above and beyond. To me, fishing has always been far more than dropping a line and catching a fish. I’ve spent my years at the helm expanding the limits of equipment and technology - as well as my own knowledge - to seek and find that elusive and raw connection to the sea and its life. It is, I believe, an essential element of the sport. And it’s one your crew aboard the Eleven Mothership is eager to share.

I firmly believe that through example and education we can help preserve and protect nature’s unique and special places. For me, the move to the Eleven Mothership was a natural evolution. It’s a unique vessel, one that has furthered my commitment to conservation and sportsmanship. The Mothership has provided us with the means to create a unique connection to nature through the rich opportunities the Eleven Experience offers. There’s nothing afloat that rivals it. And no, I can’t imagine being anywhere else.

TOM MCLAUGHLIN
MOTHERSHIP CAPTAIN
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ABOUT THE EXPERIENCE

If you want it all—a gorgeous remote setting, a spectacular variety of rivers, lakes, ponds, streams and small creeks suitable to anglers of all ability levels, a range of adventure activities, and casually elegant accommodations with fine attention to service and detail—Taylor River Lodge is the place. And with a mile of semi-private water right out front, you can wet a line whenever the mood strikes you, unplug from the daily routine and focus on the moment.

Just learning to fly fish? Our professional guides love to teach beginners on the lodge’s stocked trout pond, and on nearby rivers and lakes. Like to float fish? Avid anglers can enjoy 26 miles of the Gunnison River in pursuit of big browns, rainbows, and kokanee salmon. Prefer to hike and wade? A myriad of mountain streams are nearby, where accurate casts with dries or nymphs can produce astounding wild trout. And how about early season pike fishing on the flats of Taylor Reservoir, or working the feeder stream inlets at Blue Mesa for rainbows, browns and cutthroat.

There’s no compromising on the quality of fishing options, and no compromising on the lodging, food and drink, or the optional outdoor activities either. The Taylor River property sprawls over 8 acres with riverfront cabins for couples and larger family cabins nestled under a forest of pines. Interspersed, and connected with lighted pathways, you’ll find reception and fly shop, spa building with pool, Jacuzzi, sauna and massage treatment rooms, and a spacious lodge with dining room, living room, bar and deck overlooking the river.

If you’re an avid angler who likes to travel with non-angling friends or family members, no problem. There’s something for everyone at Taylor River Lodge.

**SEASON** May 23 - October 15

**SUITEFOR** Anglers of all abilities, couples, families and corporate groups.

**BOOKING TIPS** It's best to call us as far in advance as possible to book your trip, especially for high-season dates in July and August. If you're looking for specific hatches or species, we can suggest best times, along with offering fun options for any non-angling friends or family members traveling with you.
TAYLOR RIVER LODGE
Tucked away in the awe-inspiring Taylor Canyon, Taylor River Lodge prides itself on being an exclusive hideout for the discerning traveler. Along with fly fishing; think hiking, river rafting, horseback riding, a relaxing spa treatment, the soothing sound of the river, and farm-to-table dining. It’s a place for retreating, recreating and connecting. Guests will leave their technology at home, relinquish their everyday life and fully embrace the Colorado “off-the-grid” mentality.

PROPERTY DETAILS
- 6 private queen bedded cabins, 3 with twin bedded lofts, 3 without
- Royal Wulff with 2 queen bedded suites and lofted bunkroom
- Green Drake with 2 king bedded suites and a bunkroom
- Main lodge offering communal dining space, bar, fireplace lounge and river front seating
- Bathhouse including steam room, sauna, and hot tub
- Gym and spa facility with two treatment rooms
- Game cabin with pool table, foosball and a dartboard
- Private climbing wall
- Outdoor BBQ space
- Teepee lounge
- Rainbow trout stocked casting pond
- 8 acre property grounds
- Max capacity: 30 people
SUMMER (MAY 23 - OCTOBER 15)

**BUYOUT**
Starting at $18,900* per night for private buyout based on 24 guests

Prorated buyout starting at $14,040* per night for private buyout based on 16 guests

**GREEN DRAKE**
Starting at $5,320* per night (based on 6 person occupancy)

**ROYAL WULFF**
Starting at $4,900* per night (based on 6 person occupancy)

**INDIVIDUAL CABINS**
Starting at $1,670* per cabin, per night (based on double occupancy)

*Average tax of 6% - 9.5% not included in pricing.

**INCLUSIONS:**
Guide service offering customized adventure itineraries, all gear necessary for activities, pre-arrival planning with an Eleven Experience Manager, one day of professional photography*, use of property bicycles, chef prepared breakfast, lunch, après and dinner, organic fresh food minibar, house alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages, transfers to and from Crested Butte, round trip airport transfers to Gunnison and Montrose*.

* Not included for by room offering.
The Eleven guides are on top of current conditions throughout the season, and they will always have you fishing waters that are fishing best at time of your trip based on water conditions, hatches, and the type of fishing you prefer. This flexibility assures you of the best possible fishing experience.

**WHAT TYPES OF FISHING CAN WE DO?**

Full and half day floats, walk and wade trips, powerboats on the lakes, classes, clinics and private lessons. Trout fishing for rainbows, browns, cutthroat and brookies, plus northern pike and kokanee salmon.

**WHEN DO THE HATCHES OCCUR?**

Excellent hatches begin in late June and run through October. Mayflies, caddis and stoneflies emerge throughout the season to please the dry fly aficionado. Love to fish the PMDs or Green Drakes? Just ask us about the peak times.

**WHAT IF I'M JUST LEARNING TO FLY FISH?**

There is no better place to learn how to fly fish. Take lessons with our professional guides and then apply what you learn on the nearby rivers and lakes.

**WHAT IF I CAN'T COME DURING PEAK SEASON?**

It’s no secret, but early and late season offers some of the best fishing for aggressive fish with less people around, and it’s a great time for nymphing and streamers. These are the best times to chase those really large wild trout!

**WHAT GEAR DOES ELEVEN PROVIDE?**

All necessary fishing gear is included in your trip, spinning or fly. For fly fishing, we use mostly 8.5 to 9-foot rods in 4 to 6 weights with floating lines. Waders, wading shoes, flies, lanyards, we’ve got it covered. Top equipment from Sage, Simms, Scott, Nautilus, Airflow, Rio, S.A, Ross and more.
RECOMMENDED FISHING ITINERARY
TAYLOR RIVER LODGE

DAY 1
WELCOME
• Afternoon arrival to Taylor River Lodge
• Welcome cocktail and property tour
• Meet your guides and get fitted with your gear
• Chef prepared dinner at Taylor River Lodge
• Fish the evening hatch right out front on the Taylor River, or practice casting on the stocked pond
• Cocktails and chef prepared dinner in the lodge

DAY 2 - 4
FULL DAYS OF GUIDED ANGLING
• Chef prepared breakfast each morning, with flexible fishing start times
• Your guide will have coolers or packs stocked with lunches, water and drinks, ready for your day of fishing
  • Float fishing on the Gunnison River; or
  • Focus on small streams that feed into the Blue Mesa Reservoir
  • Fish the home water at the Taylor or explore nearby high-alpine lakes
• Looking for a half day of fishing? We can customize your itinerary according to your goals, and have a selection of additional adventures to choose from
• Each evening, enjoy a farm-to-table chef prepared dinner or an al fresco Colorado BBQ

DAY 5
DEPARTURE
• Chef prepared breakfast
• Departure

*Depending on your departure time and customized itinerary, there can be a morning half day of fishing on your departure day.
GETTING HERE

BY PLANE
The airports that are nearest to Taylor River Lodge are as follows:

- Gunnison Regional Airport (GUC)  
  25 minutes south of Taylor River Lodge
- Montrose Regional Airport (MTJ)  
  90 minutes west of Almont
- Aspen Regional Airport (ASE)  
  2.5 hours northwest in the summer (via Kebler Pass)
- Grand Junction Regional Airport (GJT)  
  3 hours west of Almont
- Denver International Airport (DEN)  
  4 hours northeast of Almont

One round trip airport transfer for guests is included for Gunnison and Montrose airports for property buyout stays.

BY CAR
Guests are welcome to drive to Taylor River Lodge.

- The physical address of Taylor River Lodge is: 10931 County Road 742, Taylor River Canyon, Almont, CO 81210
ABOUT THE EXPERIENCE

If you’re an adventurous angler searching for a unique fishing experience that combines a variety of majestic rivers and lakes, idyllic wading, seclusion and world-renowned service, Deplar Farm, Iceland is a destination that shouldn’t be missed. Strategically located between Europe and the States, Iceland and Deplar offer easy access to otherworldly landscapes without hours of traveling. East coast U.S. and London-based guests can be fishing on the same day of travel. And our area of northern Iceland offers more pristine water than could realistically be fished in a lifetime, with fly fishing opportunities for coveted Atlantic salmon, sea-run browns, wild brown trout, and aggressive arctic char. The fishing program, led by our experienced guides, employs the classic European style “beat” system, limiting each watershed to very few anglers over the course of a season—promoting large healthy fish and a private fishing ambiance.

Deplar Farm is a one-stop-shop for adventure, solitude, mystery, and high-end amenities. The Fljót Valley sees some of the highest average snowfall on the planet. As a result, the eastern route to Deplar is closed all winter, making its remote locale all the more raw and wild.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEASON</th>
<th>April 1 - September 30 depending on river</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUITABLE FOR</td>
<td>Intermediate to advanced anglers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOOKING TIPS</td>
<td>The key to planning your trip is to book as early as possible, and a year in advance is not too early if you want the choice of best options and dates. While booking the best salmon fishing coincides with specific rivers and beats, the wild trout and char fishing is more flexible. And with so many river and lakes to fish, Iceland is the ideal place to share a rod with a friend or family members. Our Experience Managers are here to assist you with all aspects of your trip; ground transfers, activities apart from your fishing itinerary, and any other adventures you have in mind throughout your stay at Deplar Farm.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DEPLAR FARM
Located in the remote Fljot valley in the mountainous Troll Peninsula in northern Iceland, Deplar is a converted sheep farm. Today’s modern structure celebrates a rugged past, and honors authentic Icelandic architecture with 13 en suite bedrooms and living spaces made for lounging. Every room brings the outdoors in—floor-to-ceiling windows frame the mountains and stone sourced from local rivers, black timber cladding, and a grass-sodded roof complete the luxuriously cozy picture. Iceland turns day and night on its head—Northern Lights, long days, short nights during most of the fishing season. So a long day of arduous fishing doesn’t mean you can’t return to one of the thermal pools for a beer or cocktail, followed by a massage, then a fresh chef-selection dinner with a Northern flare.

PROPERTY DETAILS
• 13 en suite bedrooms
  • 5 king bedded suites
  • 4 king bedded suites with queen sleeping lofts and balconies
  • 2 queen bedded suites
  • 1 king bedded suite with lofted lounge
  • 1 bunkroom with 4 double beds and large en suite bathroom
• Geothermal indoor/outdoor pool with bar
• Sauna and steam room
• Indoor and outdoor hot tubs
• Media room
• Premium spa facility featuring 2 flotation tanks and 3 treatment rooms
• Fully equipped conference room
• 2 heli-pads
• Exclusive bar and lounge
• Gym and yoga room
• 28,000 square feet
• Max capacity: 32 people
SPRING, SUMMER, AND FALL (APRIL 1 - SEPTEMBER 30)

BUYOUT
Starting at 3,676,050 ISK* per night for private lodge buyout based on 26 guests
Prorated buyout starting at 2,718,450 ISK* per night for private lodge buyout based on 16 guests

BY ROOM
Starting at 257,250 ISK per room, per night (based on double occupancy)

FISHING
ATLANTIC SALMON SEA-RUN BROWN TROUT, WILD BROWN TROUT AND ARCTIC CHAR

Fly fishing is available from April through September for specific dates and rivers. Please inquire for pricing and availability.

INCLUSIONS:
Guide service offering customized adventure itineraries, all gear necessary for activities, pre-arrival planning with an Eleven Experience Manager, chef prepared breakfast, lunch, après and dinner, organic fresh food minibar, house alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages, round trip airport transfers to Akureyri.

*Eleven can provide ISK to USD exchange rates, but USD pricing will be estimated based on the exchange rate at time of quote.
There are many exciting fly fishing options for your Iceland adventure. To make the best use of your vacation time, and to assure you of the best program to suit your needs, our fly fishing experts will work with you to customize your ideal trip. For example, on travel days between locations, we often suggest fishing half a day in the morning, then moving midday, and fishing at another location in the afternoon. This allows traveling anglers to move on to the next destination or river system and not miss any fishing.

**WHAT IS UNIQUE ABOUT THE FISHING TERRAIN IN ICELAND?**

Mother Nature provides glaciers, spouting geysers, volcanoes, swirling waterfalls, and surreal clear water that makes it possible to fish small skated flies that can produce heart-stopping visual takes.

**WHAT IS DEPLAR’S PROXIMITY TO MAJOR RIVERS?**

The Fljótá River is located right out our front door, and is a great choice if you’re looking for salmon and char. The Húseyjarkvísli, one of those special rivers where one can fish large Atlantic salmon and monster brown trout, is an hour away. Eleven also owns exclusive cabins on the Hólkná in the remote northeast of Iceland.

**WHAT TIME OF DAY CAN I FISH?**

Most fishing times in Iceland are broken into morning (from 8am to 1pm) and afternoon (from 4pm to 10pm) sessions. On the Húsey and the Hólkná, however, we can fish any time in the day as long as it doesn’t exceed 12 hours. This gives Eleven guides and anglers much more flexibility to fish at the best times.

**WHAT TYPE OF GEAR WILL I BE USING?**

Most rods range from 9 foot 5 to 8 weights, with lighter gear for trout and char. For salmon, we generally use a single-handed 9 foot 8 weight or a 12 foot 8 weight 2 hander. While floating lines are the norm, we also like to bring a sinktip.

**WHAT GEAR DOES ELEVEN PROVIDE?**

Eleven provides all gear, from rods, reels, lines, and leaders, to waders, wading shoes, and backpacks. While your guide will have an extensive selection of flies for every location you fish, you are welcome to bring some of your favorite dries, nymphs and streamers.
FLY FISHING
FOR ATLANTIC SALMON

A lot of adventurous anglers have been fly fishing in Alaska and New Zealand, but somehow overlooked Iceland. We can take care of that for you with Deplar Farm as your Northern Iceland headquarters from April through September. With access to some of the most productive salmon rivers in Iceland, Eleven’s professional fishing guides will design an itinerary to suit your goals and to give you the best chance at landing a prized Atlantic salmon – from our home base on the Fljótaá, to the magnificent “Húsey”, to our remote cabins on the Hölná.

A unique attribute to fishing in Iceland is its commitment to conservation. Fishery associations are assigned to all waters, and they strictly regulate the natural fish stock and monitor the fishing pressure. Angling in Iceland is 100% catch and release, wading only, and fly fishing only with a restricted number of rods allowed per day.
THE FLÓTAÁ - JUNE 20 - SEPTEMBER 20

With the upper stretch right out the front door, the main section of the Fljótá River is just 5 miles from the lodge, and features 5 km of riffles, narrow runs and 64 named pools. A great choice to combine salmon up to 20 pounds, and Arctic Char up to 6 pounds. Limited to just 4 rods per day our guides will lead you to the best pools. Excellent light tackle fishing; swing or skate favorite patterns to holding salmon or make a dry fly presentation to sipping char.

THE HÖLKNÁ - JULY 1 - SEPTEMBER 30

This two-rod river offers a unique opportunity for anglers to experience Atlantic salmon fishing, as exclusive as it gets and with no set AM and PM sessions you design your own day. The two rods have access to an 8 mile stretch of gin-clear water, with 27 marked pools and a good number of unmarked pools. Hölkná is truly one of Iceland’s up and coming rivers. Eleven’s Hölkná Cabins are located right on the banks of the river in the northeastern part of Iceland. They are as comfortable as they are remote.

THE HÚSEYJARKVÍSL - APRIL 1 - SEPTEMBER 30

The Húseyjarkvísl is one of the ultimate fishing destinations in Iceland, and one of the few rivers that offers both world class salmon and sea trout fishing. The sea trout season starts in April and offers anglers the rare opportunity to heli-ski and catch trophy trout in the same day. Atlantic salmon are king in July and August. This three rod river spans over 14 miles with 50 named pools, and is just an hour from Deplar Farm. No fixed AM or PM fishing sessions means you and your guide are free to design your day for the best fishing.

A FEW OF OUR FAVORITE RIVERS

THE FLÓTAÁ - JUNE 20 - SEPTEMBER 20

With the upper stretch right out the front door, the main section of the Fljótá River is just 5 miles from the lodge, and features 5 km of riffles, narrow runs and 64 named pools. A great choice to combine salmon up to 20 pounds, and Arctic Char up to 6 pounds. Limited to just 4 rods per day our guides will lead you to the best pools. Excellent light tackle fishing; swing or skate favorite patterns to holding salmon or make a dry fly presentation to sipping char.

THE HÖLKNÁ - JULY 1 - SEPTEMBER 30

This two-rod river offers a unique opportunity for anglers to experience Atlantic salmon fishing, as exclusive as it gets and with no set AM and PM sessions you design your own day. The two rods have access to an 8 mile stretch of gin-clear water, with 27 marked pools and a good number of unmarked pools. Hölkná is truly one of Iceland’s up and coming rivers. Eleven’s Hölkná Cabins are located right on the banks of the river in the northeastern part of Iceland. They are as comfortable as they are remote.

THE HÚSEYJARKVÍSL - APRIL 1 - SEPTEMBER 30

The Húseyjarkvísl is one of the ultimate fishing destinations in Iceland, and one of the few rivers that offers both world class salmon and sea trout fishing. The sea trout season starts in April and offers anglers the rare opportunity to heli-ski and catch trophy trout in the same day. Atlantic salmon are king in July and August. This three rod river spans over 14 miles with 50 named pools, and is just an hour from Deplar Farm. No fixed AM or PM fishing sessions means you and your guide are free to design your day for the best fishing.
RECOMMENDED FISHING ITINERARY
DEPLAR FARM

DAY 1
ARRIVAL
• Arrive in Reykjavik and transfer to a hotel of your choice
• Choose to cast for brown trout at a nearby lake or take a guided tour of the city
• Take a night on the town

DAY 2
FISHING ON THE FLJÓTAÁ
• Transfer to Deplar Farm after a chef prepared breakfast
• Tour the property and have lunch at Deplar
• Fish on the Fljótáá for Atlantic salmon and char in the afternoon and evening
• Return to the lodge to enjoy thermal pools and cocktails
• Tuck into an Icelandic gourmet dinner of fresh meat, fish, and produce

DAY 3
CHAR AND TROUT ADVENTURE
• Head out to a remote river valley after a chef prepared breakfast
• Enjoy walk-in remote fly fishing at its finest
• Return to the lodge to relax in the pool
• Savor a chef prepared dinner of Icelandic food with wine pairings

DAY 4
FULL DAY FISHING ON THE HÚSEYJARKVÍSL
• Travel to the “Húsey” after breakfast
• Fish for Atlantic salmon, sea run browns, and wild brown trout on this special river
• Return to the lodge to relax in the pool
• Have a chef-prepared dinner
• Star gaze and watch the Northern Lights

DAY 5
FISHING ON THE HÖLKNÁ
• Transfer to our riverside cabins on the Hölkná after a chef prepared breakfast
• Settle in with lunch at the cabins
• Head out to fish this exclusive 8 mile stretch of trophy salmon water
• Return to the cabins to relax and enjoy après
• Enjoy a chef prepared dinner

DAY 6
FULL DAY FISHING ON THE HÖLKNÁ
• Fish a different beat of the Hölkná after a chef prepared breakfast
• Enjoy lunch at the cabins
• Explore another beat on the Hölkná
• Enjoy a chef prepared dinner

DAY 7
DEPARTURE
• Fish the Hölkná in the morning after a chef prepared breakfast
• Depart for Reykjavik
GETTING HERE

BY PLANE
International flights arrive at the Keflavik International Airport (KEF), 45 minutes from downtown Reykjavik.

• The guest experience begins in Akureyri. Guests must transfer to the Reykjavik Domestic Airport in downtown Reykjavik for a 45 minute flight to Akureyri.
• Upon arriving in Akureyri, an Eleven team member will be there to drive you 90 minutes to Deplar Farm.

BY CAR
The drive between Reykjavik and Deplar Farm is about 4.5 hours.

*We do not recommend driving to Deplar Farm between November-May due to snow and possible inclement weather.*
ABOUT THE EXPERIENCE

One of the best saltwater fisheries on the planet, and it’s only an hour from Florida. Remote southwest Andros, part of the West Side National Park, is a pristine saltwater wilderness, uninhabited and wild, bursting with bird and sea life. Miles of wadable sand flats, mangrove-lined creeks, and a zig zag of countless islets create a home for schools of bonefish that can color acres of flats a shimmering silver. And their trophy double-digit kin cruise the edges of sand bars and along the deeper shorelines. The plentiful population of resident tarpon layup in the creeks and on the outer Grand Bahama Bank, then roam across the white-bottomed flats with the tides. There are no lodges and no people in this area, only the Eleven Mothership providing you with a remote live-aboard experience; your casually luxurious home on some of the most productive flats in the world, where you can fish with the tides on your own schedule.

This unique fishing opportunity runs from mid-October through June. Seasoned Bahamian guides captaining custom-built skinny water Beavertail skiffs will lead you on daily explorations across this magical seascape. Fish from the skiffs or take off wading. Novice anglers will be spoiled with numerous shots at feeding bones, while accomplished fly fishers can hunt and stalk, enjoy the adrenaline rush of the pursuit, and casting to that flash of a huge silver tail. And world-class reef and offshore fishing—featuring grouper, snapper, tuna, dorado, and wahoo—is an easy run away in the Tongue of the Ocean.

SEASON  October 15 - June 30

SUITABLE FOR  Anglers of all abilities

BOOKING TIPS  It’s always best to call us as far in advance as possible to book your trip, especially for high season dates in October, November, March, April and May. If you’re looking to target specific species, large fish, or anything in particular, we can talk over the best options and dates. And the Experience Managers are here to assist with all your travel planning and reservations.
ABOUT THE PROPERTY

ANDROS MOTHERSHIP

The 74’ Hatteras Mothership takes the live-aboard lifestyle to a new level, and while being out on the flats always takes top billing, why not hang-out, relax, eat, drink, sleep in unmatched Eleven comfort and style. And the key here is the outstanding crew—professional captain, gourmet chef, guest experience specialist, plus superior guides. The dedicated crew is there to pamper you. Your private chef prepares creative and fresh Island cuisine each day on board, and packs your ‘Yeti coolers with savory lunches, snacks, and ice cold drinks to keep your energy up when out on the skiffs. At the end of the day, compare notes on the open upper deck while sipping your favorite beverage and watching the sunset. And for supper? Enjoy artistic presentations of just-caught seafood and locally-grown produce in the spacious air-conditioned upper deck and dining area. Sleep peacefully in the well-appointed en suite staterooms.

MOTHERSHIP DETAILS

- 74 foot Hatteras
- Capacity: 6 guests
- 3 guest staterooms including:
  - Master Stateroom with a king or two twin beds
  - VIP Stateroom with a king or two twin beds
  - Bow Stateroom with two twin beds
- Large air-conditioned living room with satellite TV
- Spacious air conditioned upper deck with bar and dining area
- Fully equipped Beavertail skiffs
- Rigged-up 35’ Cabo sportfisher
- 26’ Regulator guest transport
RATES

INCLUSIONS:
Pre-trip planning with an Eleven Experience Manager, round trip ground and water transfers to the Mothership from Congo Town Airport, all guided fishing, fishing equipment and flies, chef-prepared breakfast, lunch, après, and dinner, beer, wine, spirits and non-alcoholic beverages.

EXCLUSIONS:
All round trip airfare from your hometown to Congo Town Airport, optional offshore and reef fishing in 35' Cabo sportfisher, gratuities to crew and guides.

FALL, WINTER AND SPRING
(OCTOBER - JUNE)

4 NIGHTS & 4 DAYS
Starting at $5,600 per guest based on double occupancy

5 NIGHTS & 5 DAYS
Starting at $7,000 per guest based on double occupancy

NOTES:
• Season: October 15 - June 30
• Maximum of 6 guests/anglers
• Guided fishing with two anglers per guide
• Shared staterooms with private baths are based on double occupancy
• Custom options and longer stays may be available upon request
The Andros Island fishery is massive and the West Side is legendary. Known as the “Bonefishing Capital of the World”, this is more than just a slogan. Want casts at trophy double-digit bones? There is no better place to take your shots. And while bonefish are king here, there are plentiful resident tarpon, plus permit and other species available. This is remote fishing at its best, yet only an hour from Florida.

WHAT ARE THE BEST TIMES OF YEAR TO FISH?
Year-round for bonefish, resident tarpon, barracuda, sharks and snapper. Late April through the summer for migratory tarpon. May through the summer for permit. Give us a call to pick the dates for the customized trip you have in mind.

WHERE IS THE MOTHERSHIP ANCHORED?
In South Andros we anchor at the West Side mouth of Miller Creek, and at the tip of the island in the Water Cays. Up north, Williams Island is another home base.

WHAT IF I’M JUST LEARNING TO FLY FISH?
Novice anglers will be spoiled with numerous shots at feeding bones, so you can learn while catching fish. Our Bahamian guides are excellent instructors and well versed in the art of spotting fish, hooksetting, tactics, and casting.

WHY CHOOSE MOTHERSHIP ANDROS?
Location, location, location. Maximize your fishing time. The ship anchors alongside some of the best bonefish and tarpon flats. 5 to 20 minute runs give to countless options, including fishing nearby landlocked lakes.

WHAT GEAR DOES ELEVEN PROVIDE?
Both spinning and fly fishing gear is included in your trip. For fly fishing, we use 9-foot 8 weights for bones, 9/10 weights for permit, barracuda, and sharks, and 10/11 weights for tarpon. Of course you are also welcome to bring your own gear.
RECOMMENDED FISHING ITINERARY
ANDROS MOTHERSHIP

**DAY 1**

**WELCOME**
- Arrival to Congo Town Airport
- Welcome by Eleven staff
- Ground and water transfer to Mothership
- Get settled and hit the nearby flats
- Kick back and discuss the days ahead with your guides during a gourmet dinner

**DAYS 2 - 4**

**FULL DAYS OF GUIDED FISHING**
- Chef prepared breakfast each morning with flexible start time for fishing
- Head out on the skiffs to chase bonefish and tarpon with the tides. Your guide will have your skiff’s coolers stocked with home-made lunches, water and drinks
  - West Side Miller Creek; Mothership home base to access the remote shorelines, creeks, and the vast Grand Bahama Bank – home to big bones and resident tarpon, plus permit, snapper, barracuda and sharks. And many nearby land-locked lakes are loaded with tailing bones fished from Stand-up Paddle boards.
  - To the south, fish the Water Cays and the Curley Cut Cays for bones, an area that offers some of the best wade fishing on the planet.
  - To the north, Spanish Wells, Yellow Cay, Wide Open and Williams Island are all accessible at various times during the season.
- Choose to head back to the ship for a chef’s special lunch in the middle of the day, or eat in the field aboard the skiff

**DAY 5**

**DEPARTURE**
- At the end of the day, return to the oasis of the Mothership and enjoy après
- Tell stories of your amazing day while indulging in a chef prepared dinner
- Chef prepared breakfast
- Water and land transfers back to Congo Town Airport for your departure, or on to your next Eleven adventure

* Depending on your airport departure time, and customized itinerary you choose, there can be a full or half day of flats fishing on your departure day.
GETTING HERE

BY PLANE
Most arrivals are by charter or commercial flights into Congo Town or Mangrove Cay Airport from the following airports:

- Ft. Lauderdale (FLL)
  1 hour 15 minute charter flight
- Nassau (NAS)
  15 minute commercial or charter flight

LAND AND WATER TRANSPORTATION
Once you arrive at the Congo Town or Mangrove Cay Airport, you will be met by an Eleven staff member for land and water transportation to the Mothership.

For South Bight Anchorage:
- A 5 minute drive to Driggs Hill dock
- From there, a 40 minute water transfer will take you to the Mothership

For Water Cays Anchorage:
- A 5 minute drive to Driggs Hill Dock
- From there, a 60 minute water transfer will take you to the Mothership
ABOUT THE EXPERIENCE

The Marquesas is a pristine saltwater wilderness teaming with bird and sea life—about 30 miles from Key West across the Boca Grande Channel—a magical world of tropical breezes and crystalline blue-green water that composes an island paradise. This ring of islands surrounds a shallow lagoon that spans an area of about 15 square miles, and is the only true atoll in the western hemisphere. A variety of grass and sand flats, channels, and cuts create the ideal habitat for the Big Three: tarpon, permit, and bonefish, plus a landscape filled with barracuda, sharks, mutton snapper, jacks, snook, and more. And the atoll lay-out means that you can find quality places to fish in almost any weather condition.

Nearby there is wreck, reef, and offshore fishing in the Gulfstream beacons. Cobia, monster sharks, barracuda, grouper, jacks, permit, and mackerel will test your fly rods or light tackle. Offshore you’ll pursue in season, marlin, wahoo, tuna, and dorado.

SEASON  May - July

SUITABLE FOR  Anglers of intermediate ability or better

BOOKING TIPS  It’s always best to call us as far in advance as possible to book your trip as this is prime tarpon time and anglers often book a year in advance. Our Experience Managers are here to assist with all your travel planning and reservations.
ABOUT THE PROPERTY

MARQUESAS MOTHERSHIP
The 61’ Hatteras Mothership takes the live-aboard lifestyle to a new level, and while being out on the flats always takes top billing, why not hang-out, relax, eat, drink, sleep in unmatched Eleven comfort and style. And the key here is the outstanding crew—professional captain, gourmet chef, plus superior guides. The dedicated crew is there to pamper you. Your private chef prepares creative fresh Island cuisine each day on board, and packs your Yeti coolers with savory lunches, snacks, and ice cold drinks to keep your energy up when out on the skiffs. Or you can return to the ship for lunch and a midday break. At the end of the day, compare notes while sipping your favorite beverage and watching the sunset. And for supper? Enjoy artistic presentations of just-caught seafood and fresh produce topped off by a sumptuous dessert. Sleep peacefully in the well-appointed staterooms.

MOTHERSHIP DETAILS
• 61 foot Hatteras
• Capacity: 6 guests
• 5 guest staterooms including:
  • Four single staterooms
  • One double stateroom with twin beds
  • Two shared bathrooms
• Air-conditioning through-out the ship
• Spacious living room/bar and kitchen with satellite TV
• Fully equipped Beavertail skiffs
• Rigged-up 35’ Cabo sportfisher
• 26’ Regulator guest transport
**RATES**

**INCLUSIONS:**
Pre-trip planning with an Eleven Experience Manager, round trip ground and water transfers to the Mothership from Key West International Airport or Key West hotel, guided fishing if you choose the option to fish with Eleven guides, fishing equipment and flies, chef-prepared breakfast, lunch, après, dinner, alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages.

**EXCLUSIONS:**
All round trip airfare from your hometown to Key West International Airport, optional hotels in Key West, gratuities to crew and guides. If you choose to bring your own guides, you pay your own guides directly.

---

**SUMMER (MAY - JULY)**

**4 NIGHTS & 4 DAYS**
Starting at $3,200 per guest based on double occupancy

---

**5 NIGHTS & 5 DAYS**
Starting at $4,000 per guest based on double occupancy

**NOTES:**
- Season: May - July
- Maximum of 6 guests/anglers
- Guided fishing with two anglers per guide
- Shared staterooms with private baths are based on double occupancy
- Custom options and longer stays may be available upon request
Take charge of your fishing schedule. No more long bumpy rides from Key West in a flats skiff to reach the magical Marquesas. The Eleven Mothership is your floating oasis right on the best fishing grounds of this special atoll. Enjoy the sunrise and sunset on the water, and maximize your fishing time.

**WHY CHOOSE THE MARQUESAS?**
Once a hushed hideaway of in-the-know Florida fisherman, The Marquesas secret may be out, but the magnetic pull for anglers remains, the chance at the coveted grand slam: tarpon, permit, and bonefish in a single day.

**WHAT STYLE OF FISHING CAN I EXPECT?**
Fly and spin fishing that focuses on the atoll’s lagoon and the many cuts and channels that feed it, as well as the sandy tidal flats with billowing grass. In the darker waters of the inner lagoon, monster tarpon, weighing 150 pounds, look like massive shadows playing tricks on your mind.

**ARE THERE OTHER FISHING OPTIONS?**
Yes, we fish the channels and their undercut banks for snook, mangrove snapper and smaller tarpon. We can also step out to the outer ring to fish over the many wrecks for giant tarpon, massive cudas, world record size permit, and Goliath sharks. The fishing is the Marquesas is only limited by your imagination.

**WHAT GEAR DOES ELEVEN PROVIDE?**
Both spinning and fly fishing gear is included in your trip. For fly fishing, we use 9-foot 8 weights for bones, 9/10 weights for permit, barracuda, and sharks, and 10/11 weights for tarpon. Of course you are also welcome to bring your own gear.
RECOMMENDED FISHING ITINERARY
MARQUESAS MOTHERSHIP

DAY 1
WELCOME
• Morning arrival at Key West International Airport or stay the night before in Key West
• Welcome by Eleven Staff. Ground and water transfer to Mothership
• Get settled and hit the flats. Lunches will be packed, or you can return to the boat for lunch
• Evening cocktails and a gourmet dinner

DAYS 2 - 4
FULL DAYS OF GUIDED FISHING
• Chef prepared breakfast each morning, with flexible fishing start time
• Head out on the skiffs to chase tarpon, permit and bonefish with the tides. Your guide will have your skiff coolers stocked with home-made lunches, water and drinks.
  • Fish the cuts and the lagoon for tarpon
  • Set-up in the best spots for permit and bonefish
  • Or head out to fish the reefs and wrecks for a cornucopia of gamefish
• Choose a chef’s special lunch on the ship, or eat in the field aboard the skiff
• At the end of the day, return to the oasis of the Mothership for a relaxing après
• Enjoy the comradery of fellow anglers while indulging in a chef prepared dinner

DAY 5
DEPARTURE
• Chef prepared breakfast
• Water and land transfers back to Key West International Airport for your departure, or on to your next Eleven adventure

*Note: Depending on your airport departure time, and customized itinerary you choose, there can be a morning of flats fishing on your departure day.
GETTING HERE

BY PLANE
Most arrivals are by private or commercial flights into Key West International Airport. Key West is serviced by most major airlines. The Eleven Travel Team can assist with your air travel planning.

LAND AND WATER TRANSPORTATION
Once you arrive at the Key West International Airport, you will be met by an Eleven representative for land and water transportation. PLEASE NOTE: If you arrive in Key West the night before your trip, an Eleven representative will meet you at your hotel for the transfer.

Marquesas Anchorage:
- A 10 minute drive from Key West International Airport to the Key West City Marina
- From there, a 30 to 40 minute water transfer will take you to the Mothership
ABOUT THE EXPERIENCE
Welcome to Rio Palena lodge and a unique Eleven Angling adventure. Starting at home base on the Rio Palena there are four to five full-day river sections to enjoy, each with a variety of challenges and surprises, accessed by Hyde drift boats and Hyde jet boats. Skating and twitching large dries like Fat Alberts and Chernobyl patterns can produce explosive strikes. Long riffles are ideal for pulling over and wading, and while dries can be effective, fishing one of our favorite pancora imitations on a long swing is truly deadly. For streamer aficionados, you will find the Palena to be one of the best rivers anywhere for trophy browns, and with the water so clear it’s often a visual experience that anglers live for.

Included in your fishing adventure are Eleven’s Palena Canyon outpost and a riverfront outpost on the lower Futaleufu, a secluded haven that provides quick access up and down stream to magnificent stretches of the Futa. The exciting dragonfly fishing in Lake Yelcho, and big browns and king salmon in the lower Yelcho River are also well within reach. Add at least one day of helicopter fishing to remote lakes and streams, and you have the most dynamic fly fishing experience available in Chile.

For non-anglers, or if you just need a day off from fishing, we offer horseback riding and hiking in the Andes Mountains, sightseeing picnics, cooking classes with wine tastings, or just kick back at the lodge and schedule a soothing massage.

And then you have the intangibles of the awe-inspiring Andean forests towering overhead, the sounds of the current rushing over centuries old boulders, a giant condor floating on a thermal over a glacier. It’s an atmosphere of tranquility and raw nature to appreciate and savor.

SEASON December - April
SUITABLE FOR Anglers of all abilities, couples, families and corporate groups.
BOOKING TIPS The key to planning your trip is to book as early as possible, starting right now for our opening season this January 2019. Give us a call to talk about this unique fly fishing program, and we can begin customizing your trip. Our Experience Managers are here to assist you with all aspects of your trip; Air transportation, ground transfers, activities apart from your fishing itinerary, and any other adventures you have in mind throughout your stay at Rio Palena Lodge.
ABOUT THE PROPERTY

RIO PALENA LODGE
While being out on the enchanting and challenging rivers, lakes and streams of Chilean Patagonia always takes top billing, why not hang-out, relax, eat, drink, sleep in the unmatched, Eleven comfort and style. And the key here is the outstanding staff—guest experience specialists, gourmet chef, and top English-speaking professional guides. The newly-remodeled lodge features seven en suite bedrooms, each with a stunning view of one of nature’s most spectacular valleys. Your private chef prepares creative breakfasts each morning, and sends you off with savory lunches, drinks and local wines to keep your energy up through your daily adventures. On your return, share your experiences on the lounging deck overlooking the shimmering river while sipping a fine Argentine or Chilean wine, or a Pisco Sour, as the sunset ignites the surrounding Andes Mountains. Or take a luxurious soak in the wood-fired hot tub. For dinner? Enjoy artistic presentations of fine beef, homemade pastas, salmon, and locally-grown produce in the spacious yet cozy lodge, or a special Chilean asado, a barbeque accompanied by fresh salads and just baked breads.

PROPERTY DETAILS
• 13 acre property grounds
• Max capacity: 8 people
• Suitable for anglers of all ability levels
• 7 double occupancy rooms with king or double beds and en suite bathrooms
• River facing outdoor patio
• Wood burning fireplace in great room with views of the Andes
• Outdoor hot tub overlooking the river
**WINTER (DECEMBER - APRIL)**

8 NIGHTS & 6 DAYS FISHING
$7,350 per person based on double occupancy

**INCLUSIONS:**
One night hotel in Puerto Varas, ground transfers in Puerto Montt/Puerto Varas, guided fishing, one day of heli-fishing, all necessary gear for fishing, pre-arrival planning with an Eleven Experience Manager, chef prepared breakfast, lunch, après, and dinner, house alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages, round trip transfers from Palena Airfield.

**EXCLUSIONS:**
All round trip airfare from your hometown to Puerto Montt, charter flights from Puerto Montt to Palena or Chaiten, round trip ground transportation from Chaiten.
Eleven guides will always have you on the rivers and lakes that are fishing best at the time of your trip. The guides can also be flexible during your trip, and can customize each day to provide the fishing experiences you enjoy most. Whether you like to float fish or walk and wade, we’ve got you covered.

**WHY CHOOSE RIO PALENA?**

It’s always an advantage to have good home water and there are three to four full-day sections right out our back door. For beginners, fishing large dries can produce explosive strikes. Even experienced anglers love twitching and skating a big dry to lure a large brown or rainbow out of the depths. Long riffles are ideal for pulling over and wading, and streamer aficionados, you will find the Palena to be one of the best rivers anywhere for big browns.

**HOW BIG ARE THE TROUT?**

The region’s trout average 14 to 20-inches, with fish between 20 and 24 inches caught most days. Hefty prizes of 25+ pounds can be a weekly occurrence.

**WHAT RIVERS WILL I HAVE ACCESS TO?**

In addition to the Rio Palena, you’ll float fish the upper and lower Futaleufu with the lower stretch emptying into Lago Yelcho. Jet boats are used in Lago Yelcho to whisk you to reed-laden bays and inlets to cast dragon fly and beetle patterns to cruising trout that sometimes sip and other times crush your offering. We also fish the Rio Yelcho for trout and King salmon, along with remote waters only accessible by helicopter.

**HOW DO WE ACCESS REMOTE AREAS?**

We offer unique helicopter access fishing to rivers and lakes that will change your life. An unforgettable experience in pursuing wild trout and salmon in pristine wilderness areas.

**WHAT GEAR DOES ELEVEN PROVIDE?**

Fishing rods of choice are 5 to 7 weights with floating and sinktip lines. For King salmon, 8 to 10 weighs with a variety of longer faster sinking sinktips. Eleven guides will have all equipment; rods, reels, lines, leaders, flies, waders and wading shoes, but you are invited to bring your own gear, especially flies. We love trying new patterns so show us your favorites.
RECOMMENDED FISHING ITINERARY

RIO PALENA LODGE

DAY 1
ARRIVAL TO CHILE
- Arrive in Santiago and change planes to fly to Puerto Montt
- Be greeted by Eleven staff in Puerto Montt
- Transfer to hotel in Puerto Varas

DAY 2
ARRIVAL AT RIO PALENA
- Fly to Rio Palena Lodge after breakfast
- Greeting and transfer to the lodge from either Alto Palena or Chaiten. Settle in and wade fish in front of the lodge
- Return to the Lodge to sip pisco sours and have après
- Enjoy a chef prepared dinner paired with Eleven-selected wines
- After dinner bonfire and drinks at the lodge

DAY 3-9
6 FULL DAYS OF FISHING
- Homemade breakfast each morning with flexible fishing start times
- Fish the rivers, lakes and streams that are fishing best at the time of your trip
- Eleven guides are in tune with changing river and weather conditions and know where to fish best hatches, which stretches to float, and prime spots to hit for your day of helicopter fishing
- Need work on your casting? The guides are patient instructors. They will also cater to the type of fishing you prefer; hurling big streamers, casting dries, fishing nymphs in the riffles
- Short drive times to each location, or putting in/taking out at the lodge, means you have more time on the water
- leisurely streamside lunches and vino tinto, and even a siesta if you like

DAY 10
DEPARTURE
- Depart the Lodge for Puerto Montt and then Santiago for your flight back home
GETTING HERE

BY PLANE

COMMERCIAL ROUTE

• Fly to Santiago
  Expect an 8-10 hour flight from the US
• Catch a flight to Puerto Montt
  1 hour, 45 minute flight
• Take a flight to Chaiten
  35 minute flight
• 3 hour drive to Rio Palena Lodge

CHARTER ROUTE 1
Most direct route

• Fly to Santiago
• Charter King Air 3000 to Palena airfield
  3 hour flight
• 20 minute drive to Rio Palena Lodge

CHARTER ROUTE 2

• Fly to Santiago
• Catch a flight to Puerto Montt
  1 hour, 45 minute flight
• Charter Cessna Grand Caravan to Palena airfield
  1 hour, 15 minute flight
• 20 minute drive to Rio Palena Lodge
Book your adventure today!

CALL:
+1.970.349.7761 (USA)
+44.2081.029800 (UK)

EMAIL: reservations@elevenexperience.com

www.ELEVENEXPERIENCE.COM

Eleven operates under a special use permit from the USFS and is an equal opportunity service provider.